NOTICE TO BIDDERS

ADDENDUM #1

TOWNSHIP OF RANDOLPH, MORRIS COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PURCHASE OF ONE (1) NEW, UNUSED 2014 OR NEWER FORD F-550 OR EQUIVALENT CAB & CHASSIS WITH DUMP BODY

BID OPENING DATE - THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 2014, 11:00 A.M.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that sealed bids for the PURCHASE OF ONE (1) NEW, UNUSED 2014 OR NEWER FORD F-550 OR EQUIVALENT CAB & CHASSIS WITH DUMP BODY for the Township of Randolph, County of Morris, State of New Jersey will include an acknowledgement of ADDENDUM #1. The ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF REVISIONS AND NOTICES form included in the bid specifications must be completed. The Addendum shall become part of the original specifications and is to be attached thereto.

Every current reference to 304 stainless steel in the bid specifications shall be changed to 201 stainless steel.

In the “Floor and Understructure” section, delete the sentence: Cross sills shall be 3” interlaced I beam 304 stainless steel, spaced approximately 13.5” on center and reinforced with gussets or equivalent.

Add a new section entitled “Salt Spreader” before the “Tarp” section. The requirements of this new section are: Tailgate style salt spreader with hydraulic drive connected to and powered by the truck mounted hydraulic system; hydraulic connectors to be quick connect dripless style; spreader to be made of 304 Stainless Steel with a poly spinner, clean out trough, single reversible auger 6” in diameter, reverse flighted; cab-mounted controls to control auger speed and spinner speed; four inch (4”) sealed beam spotlight installed at left rear spreader to illuminate spread pattern; light to be connected to factory Cab uplifter dash switches.

Elizabeth Crescibene, RPPO, QPA
Purchasing Agent